software without boundaries

Born in the Cloud, Built for Change

The journey to successful digital transformation is rarely smooth and there are plenty of
challenges along the way. Traditional approaches to developing and deploying software
can break budgets, command significant resources, take way too much time, and, in
the end, create more problems than they solve.
At DreamtSoft, we have lived through all of these challenges with our customers, and
we have come up with our own unique approach to accelerating and simplifying the
journey to success. We believe that the right approach to software development means
a platform that is designed and built for change, for growth.
Here is what we’ve done with our platform:
Right Sized

Make it adapt with speed. We have spent the time to create a solution that is just right for your organization. We
don’t guess at what customers might want, we give them what they have asked for, and we help them imagine
what they will need in the future.
Instead of looking to point solutions or spreadsheets to solve unique challenges, you can use our platform to
quickly prototype, build, and adapt custom applications to solve your organization’s problems.

Agile

Tackle the complex head first. We have committed to simplicity as a fundamental principle of our solution. We
examined every aspect of the platform, asking how we can engineer it to be as flexible and easy to use as
possible without losing any important functionality.
We designed the industry’s first “schema less” data structure, giving you maximum flexibility. Our built in native
GIT framework allows you take advantage of the most modern development methodologies. And, our logical
user interface allows you to quickly and easily create engaging customer experiences.

Connected

Demand our platform plays well with others. We recognize that no IT solution exists in a vacuum. Working well
with others is critical, but we have taken it further; making sure that not only does our platform integrate well with
other solutions but it can complement and enhance what they do.
By creating a flexible layer between the application and the data, for example, we can connect to your data
anywhere. And we have put tenancy at the core of what we do, not as an afterthought.
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We have delivered a solution that is the adaptable
to every organization; that has agility built in as a
fundamental principle; and that not only works well with
other technology but compliments and amplifies it.

Introducing the Four Dimensions of Success.

Design. Align Applications to your needs
•
•
•
•

Base IT portfolio decisions based on business priorities
Optimize services for digital needs
Have a holistic view of your services portfolio
Establish consistent IT portfolio
management processes
• See key data emerge during IT portfolio planning
• Identify technical redundancies in business services

Deploy. Create flexible deployments.
• Manage configurations in your own git repository
• Data access layer leverages multiple data sources
• Individual workspaces can customize and configure
their own applications
• Two door security model protects data between tenants
• Manage and inherit apps from parent workspaces
• Security report on data from multiple workspaces

Develop. Build applications at speed.
• Rapid data model and UI creation with our drag and
drop UI
• Brand UI to match organization needs
• Flexible data structure to grow with your business
• Dynamically add and remove fields to adapt to
future application changes
• Quickly assemble logic and processes with our
workflow generator
• Accelerate time to value

Deliver. Support and Improve
• Centralized knowledge repository
• Collect metrics that align to the business and feed
into improvement loop
• Identify opportunities
• Create a holistic view of the service lifecycle
• Transform issues into business needs to bridge the
gap between support and strategy
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